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The CPSU Central Committee agrees to a request for Tudeh Party Politburo member Kh. Forugian to come to Moscow for a month-long training course on 'organizing illegal party work.'
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Extract from Minutes No. 181 from the Session of the CPSU Central Committee Secretariat from January 17, 1985

On a request from the leadership of the People’s Party of Iran

RESOLVED

1. To approve a request from the leadership of the People’s Party of Iran (PPI) and accept Comrade Kh. Forugian, a member of the Politburo of the PPI’s Central Committee, for special study in 1985 for a period of one month on questions of [handwritten: “organizing illegal party work.”]

2. To entrust Comrade Kh. Forugian’s studies to [handwritten: “the USSR KGB”].

3. To allocate a special apartment in Moscow to the CPSU Central Committee Administration of Affairs for Comrade Kh. Forugian for the period during which he will take the special study course.

Secretary of the Central Committee

Distributed: to Comrades Ponomarev, Chebrikov, Kruchina